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Abstract—Generalized formulations are presented to analyze
the electric field scattered from multiple penetrable shallow objects
buried beneath two-dimensional random rough surfaces. These objects could have different materials, shapes, or orientations. In addition, their separation distance may range from a fraction of a
wavelength to several wavelengths. The fast algorithm, steepest descent fast multipole method (SDFMM), is used to compute the unknown electric and magnetic surface currents on the rough ground
surface and on the buried objects. Parametric investigations are
presented to study the effect of the objects proximity, orientations,
materials, shapes, the incident waves polarization, and the ground
roughness on the scattered fields. A significant interference is observed between the objects when they are separated by less than
one free space wavelength. Even when the clutter due to the rough
ground is removed, the return from the second object, can be dominating causing a possible false alarm in detecting the target. The
results show that the distortion in target signature significantly increases with the increase of both the proximity to a clutter item and
the ground roughness.
Index Terms—Computational electromagnetics, multiple objects, rough surface scattering, steepest descent fast multipole
method (SDFMM), subsurface sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

EVERAL research works, in the frequency and in the time
domain, have been published in the area of sensing objects
buried under or above the Earth’s surface. Some of the published work is related to objects buried in random media to simulate the clutter (no presence of a rough or planar interface) [1].
In other work, the air–ground interface has been ignored justified by the very nearby position of the transmitting/receiving
antennas to the ground [2], and in other several publications the
roughness of the Earth’s surface has been ignored by assuming
a planar half space, where the objects are either buried under the
interface [3]–[6], partially immersed in a semi-infinite dielectric
medium [7] or located above the half space [8]. Radar images for
targets buried under planar and or rough ground are published
in [9]–[11]. It is known that the roughness of the ground is a
major source of clutter for target detection, however, due to its
complicated analysis, several researchers have assumed that the
interface is rough only in one-dimension (1-D) [i.e., two-dimension (2-D) scattering problem] [12]–[16] where there was either
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Fig. 1. Cross section of two penetrable objects buried beneath the rough
surface ground.

a perfectly electric conducting (PEC) or a penetrable (dielectric)
cylindrical target buried under the rough interface. In reality, the
Earth’s surface is rough in 2-D, which added more complexity to
the analysis of the problem as in [17] where the buried target is
a PEC sphere, in [18] and [19] where the object is located above
the interface, and in [20] and [21] where the buried target is a
penetrable and/or PEC spheroid. Recent experimental work is
conducted to discriminate landmines from various clutter items
using electromagnetic induction (EMI) [22]. Even though [22]
focused on using the EMI, however, investigating the influence
of clutter items on the target signature is necessary, which is the
motivation of this work. The emphasis in this paper will be on
sensing two dielectric objects buried under a two-dimensional
random rough ground as shown in Fig. 1. To the best of our
knowledge, this application has not been analyzed before due its
excessive computational requirements. Therefore, the SDFMM,
[23]–[25], is modified for this application to make these computations tractable. The mathematical formulations are derived
in Section II, numerical results are presented in Section III and
concluding remarks are given in Section IV.
II. FORMULATION
The equivalence theorem is applied to express the electric
and the magnetic fields as functions of electric and magnetic
surface currents. As depicted in Fig. 2(a), the permittivity and
are given by and , respectively,
permeability in region
where
is the total number of regions
where
in Fig. 1). The surface boundary
is separating
(e.g.,
and
, where
,
(e.g. for
regions
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. (a) General penetrable 3-D scatterers, R

;R ;...;R

. (b) Pictorial description of the SDFMM showing the fast multiple method (FMM) blocks.

,

,
and
). Note that
does not exist if regions
and
do not have common boundary. The unit vector
is
pointing into the region
as shown
normal to the surface
. Assuming time dependence of
in Fig. 2(a) with
, the general forms of the electric and magnetic fields
and
, respectively, at an arbitrary point in region
are
[20] and [26]

with ,
,
tric and magnetic field equations

leads to the general elec-

(2a)

(2b)

(1a)

and
are the unknown electric and
in which
, respectively, and
magnetic surface currents on
is the intrinsic impedance in region
.
,
,
Note that
etc. The integro-differential operators
and
are given by

(1b)
, the symbol
is the Heaviside function
in which
in region . The three-dimensional (3-D) scalar
at surface
,
Green’s function is given by
is the source point and
is the wave
where
. Note that in Fig. 2(a),
and
number of region
for
. Applying the boundary conditions for the tangential electric and magnetic fields on surface

and
(2c)

in which the vector
and

represents the surface current noting that
. All surfaces are discretized
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into triangular patches where the unknown currents in (2) are
approximated using the Rao–Wilton–Glisson vector basis func[27] as
tions

(3)
is the number of unknowns on scatterer , and
in which
and
are the unknown coefficients and the vector basis
,
function of edge , respectively. Note that
,
, etc. Upon substituting
(3) in (2), normalizing the -field equations (2b) by , and
applying Galerkin’s method for testing (2a) and (2b), the linear
system of equations is obtained
(4a)
The general expressions of the impedance matrix for mulin Fig. 2(a) is given by (4b)
tiple scatterers immersed in
represents
at the bottom of the page, where submatrix
(self interactions)
the interactions of elements on surface
denotes the complex inner product between vector
and
functions and on a surface [20], [26]. The general expreswhich represent the interactions
sions of the submatrix
with elements on surface
(muof elements on surface
,
,
can
tual interactions), with , ,
be written as (4c) at the bottom of the page,where the term
is used to normalize the -equations in (2b) and the magnetic
currents in (3). In (4a), the vector includes all the unknown
current coefficients in (3) and the vector is the tested incident
tangential electric and magnetic fields on the exterior surface of
each scatterer.
Solving the system of (4) by using the method of moments
(MoM) requires computing and storing the elements of the full
dense matrix and then multiplying it by the vector leading
computational complexity for the CPU time and comto
puter memory. Therefore, the SDFMM is used in this work to
per iteration
reduce the computational complexity to only
is
[23], [24], where, the quantity
the total number of the unknown coefficients in (3). Modifying
the SDFMM for the current application is to basically enclose

the whole scatterer (the rough surface and the buried objects) by
a large block, which is further subdivided into smaller blocks
as shown in Fig. 2(b). The elements of that are due to interactions between edges located in the same fine block and/or in
neighboring fine blocks are calculated and stored using the standard MoM (near-field interactions). These edges could be on the
ground or on the surfaces of objects. On the other hand, when
these edges are located in blocks that are far from each other, the
corresponding elements are not directly calculated or stored,
leading to convert into a sparse matrix (far-field interactions).
However, the matrix-vector multiplication of these elements by
the vector is calculated in one step, as discussed in [23]–[25].
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, numerical results are presented for two objects
buried beneath the rough ground. A carefully tapered incident
Gaussian beam is used for excitation to eliminate the effects of
the artificial edges of the modeled ground [28]. Thus, the closed
surface , in Fig. 2(a), can be approximated by an open surface
. Several dimensions of the modeled ground
of dimensions
dimensions are adopted since
are tested, however, the
it simulates, at 1 GHz, the ground-penetrating radar (GPR) experiments presented in [29] and [30]. The half-beam width of
, which illuminates
the Gaussian beam is assumed to be
centhe ground with plane waves over a spot of diameter
,
(ground center). The rough ground
tered at
surface is characterized with Gaussian statistics for the heights,
assuming zero mean and root mean square (rms) , and for the
autocorrelation function with correlation length . The computer random generator is used to generate random numbers
from Gaussian distribution, with the specified statistics, which
are assigned to the heights (z-direction) of the surface nodes.
These random numbers are correlated through the specified autocorrelation function [31]. The relative dielectric constant of
[32] while the dithe ground is assumed to be
electric constant of the objects will be stated for each case. The
discretization distance on the ground surface is assumed to be
leading to 60 000 electric and magnetic surface current
, while using almost the same discretization
unknowns 2
rate for the two objects generates approximately 600 unknowns
for each one (2 , 2 ).

(4b)

(4c)
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Fig. 3. Scattered electric field above a flat ground at z = 0:5 due to just
the two penetrable spheroids with separating distance equal to (a) D = D =
1 , (b) D = D = 2 , (c) D = D = 3 . H polarization.
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Fig. 4. Scattered electric field above a flat ground at z = 0:5 due to (a) the
spheroid and the sphere, (b) the spheroid and the ellipsoid, and (c) the spheroid
and the disk (vertical cylinder). The separation distance for (a)-(c) is D =
D = 1 . H polarization.
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Fig. 5. Scattered electric field at z = 0:5 above the rough ground due to just (a) both the spheroid and the horizontal cylinder for  = 0:04 ; H-polarization.
(b) Both the spheroid and the horizontal cylinder for same data for V-polarization. (c) Spheroid alone for same data, H-polarization and (d) the spheroid alone for
same data but for  = 0:1 , H-polarization. All results are for D = 0:49 , D = 0:875 , and l = 0:5 .

Images based on the magnitude of the scattered electric
fields from the two buried objects will be presented. The
above the mean
electric fields are received at
for resolution [33].
plane of the rough ground with
In Figs. 3 and 4, the ground is assumed to be flat in order
to investigate the clutter due to only the second object (i.e.,
without the rough ground). The scattered fields due to just the
two objects are obtained by subtracting the ground returns from
the returns from the ground with buried objects in complex
vector representation. The SDFMM was validated with the
MoM using small-scale cases. The parametric investigation
in this section includes studying the effect on the scattered
fields due to 1) proximity between the two objects, 2) their
materials, 3) shapes, 4) orientations, 5) incidence polarization,
and 6) ground roughness. The images shown in Fig. 3(a)–(c)
,
are for two oblate spheroids with dimensions
, material of
, and buried at
. They are located diagonally at
,
and
,
in Fig. 3(a), at
,

and
,
in Fig. 3(b), and at
,
and
,
in Fig. 3(c). This implies
that the separation distance from the center of the first object to
,
and
the center of the second object is
in Fig. 3(a)–(c), respectively, where
and
are the
distances in the - and -direction, respectively. A significant
interference between the two objects is observed in Fig. 3(a)
. This
where the separation distance is
coupling between the two objects decreases with the increase of
and
as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c). The results show
the
or more, each object
that when the objects are separated by
can be detected individually (e.g., by narrowing the width of
the incident beam). Moreover, the results in Fig. 3(a)–(c) show
the decrease of the signature magnitude when the objects are
moved away from the center of the ground, where the incident
beam is centered, which agrees with the results presented in
[21].
In Fig. 4(a)–(c), the shape of the two objects are changed
such that the spheroid is used for one object while the second
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object is assumed to be a sphere of radius
in
,
,
Fig. 4(a), an ellipsoid of dimensions
in Fig. 4(b), and a disk (vertical cylinder) of radius
and height
in Fig. 4(c). The two objects
in Fig. 4(a)–(c) are located similar to those in Fig. 3(a) where
. The scattered fields from just the spheroid
and the sphere, the spheroid and the ellipsoid, and the spheroid
and the disk are shown in Fig. 4(a)–(c). The results show that
the signature of the spheroid (located in the upper left quadrant)
is much larger than the signature of the sphere, ellipsoid or
the disk (located in the lower right quadrant). However, the
signature of the spheroid with the presence of the ellipsoid has
slightly larger magnitude than the sphere or the disk. Because
the two objects have different shapes and sizes, the interference
between them is clearly not symmetric, contrary to the results
of Fig. 3(a)–(c). In Figs. 3 and 4, both objects are assumed to
and they are buried
have the same material
under a flat ground.
To simulate a more realistic case, different material for the
second object will be assumed in addition to incorporating the
ground roughness in the simulation as shown in Fig. 5(a)–(d). In
this case, the spheroid is assumed to have the same material and
,
, and
dimensions as in Fig. 3 located at
(i.e. in the lower right quadrant). The second ob,
ject is assumed to be a horizontal cylinder of radius
with its axis tilted at angle 30 with the -diheight
rection. The material of this horizontal cylinder is assumed to
(dry wood) and its center is located
be lossless with
,
, and
(i.e. in the
at
and
upper left quadrant), which implies that
. The ground roughness are
and
. The results in Fig. 5(a) and (b) are for the incident H- and V-polarizations, respectively. These results show
that the signature of the horizontal cylinder is dominating the
image with maximum magnitude of almost three times larger
than the spheroid. This is due to the larger size and dielectric
constant of the cylinder in addition to its tilted position with the
x-direction. Upon comparing Fig. 5(a) with (b), a polarization
dependence is clearly observed with slight increase in the maximum magnitude for the V-polarization case in Fig. 5(b). Moreover, the results in Fig. 5(a) and (b) indicate that the presence of
the clutter item (cylinder) can easily cause a false alarm in detecting the target (spheroid) for both polarizations. To analyze
the signature of the spheroid alone, all sources of clutter are approximately removed. This procedure implies running the computer code twice; one time to compute the scattered fields from
the rough ground with the buried cylinder and a second time to
compute the scattered fields from the rough ground with both the
buried cylinder and spheroid. These fields are subtracted and the
output represents the scattered fields from just the spheroid, in
addition to noise due to the interferences with the cylinder and
the rough ground. The results are plotted in Fig. (c) for the H-polarization case and similar results are observed for the V-polarization case (not presented). In Fig. 5(d), the signature of the
spheroid is plotted for rougher ground surface where
using the same data of Fig. 5(a) but with burial depth equal to
. Comparing Fig. 5(d) with (c), it is clear that increasing the ground roughness has increased the distortion level
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Fig. 6. Scattered electric field above a flat ground at z = 0:5 due to just
the spheroid alone. (a) Originally buried under the flat ground and nearby the
cylinder as in Fig. 5(a). (b) Originally buried under the flat ground as a single
object (no nearby cylinder). H-polarization.

in the spheroid signature. The magnitude decrease observed in
Fig. 5(d) compared with (c) is due to the larger burial depth of
the spheroid in the former case that caused more attenuation in
the transmitting waves.
In Fig. 6(a), the spheroid is buried near the horizontal
cylinder but beneath a flat ground instead of the rough ground
(i.e. without the effect of ground roughness). In Fig. 6(b), the
spheroid is buried alone as a single object beneath the flat
ground (i.e. without the effect of the cylinder or the ground
roughness). Comparing Fig. 6(a) with (b) show the distortion
level in the spheroid signature due to only the presence of the
cylinder. On the other hand, comparing Fig. 5(c) [or 5(d)] with
Fig. 6(a) show the distortion level due to the ground roughness.
However, comparing Fig. 5(c) [or Fig. 5(d)] with Fig. 6(b)
show the distortion level due to both the ground roughness
and the nearby cylinder. The signature in Fig. 5(c) is slightly
different from Fig. 6(a) because of the small ground roughness
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considered in this case, however, the difference increases in
Fig. 5(d) due to the increase in the ground rms height. When the
clutter is removed by subtraction using only the magnitude of
the fields (i.e. with ignoring the phase), the spheroid signature
becomes more distorted (not presented).
Using the SDFMM code required approximately 850-MB
computer memory, 25 CPU minutes to fill the near field matrix,
23 CPU minutes to calculate the near scattered fields, and
for
4.6 CPU hours to achieve relative error equal to
the transpose free quasi-minimal residual (TFQMR) iterative
solver [34]. The computations for the rough ground are dominating the process in all simulations, therefore, the CPU time
and computer memory are slightly different from case to case.
Note that the ground dimensions are the same for all cases. The
computations were conducted using the Compaq Alpha Server
(GS140 EV6) with 667 MHz clock speed.
IV. CONCLUSION
The 3-D scattering problem of multiple dielectric shallow objects buried beneath two-dimensional random rough ground is
formulated. The parametric investigations show the significant
effect of the separation distance between objects on the target
signature. In addition, as the ground roughness increases, the
target signature becomes more distorted. These results imply the
large possibility of a false alarm in detecting the target when it
is buried nearby a clutter item.
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